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ABSTRACT 
Symmetric matroids and their associated structure (delta matroids) are a general- 
ization of finite matroids introduced by A. Bouchet to extend several nice properties 
related to matroids (greedy algorithm, duality, representation). For a given symmetric 
matroid, the family S of its circuits is said to be weak& sTarate if the relation 
“x, y E C for some circuit C” on W is transitive, while B is said to be separate if 
there exists a transversal V of W such that C G V or C n V = 0 for any circuit C. 
These two classes of symmetric matroids are characterized by equivalent properties 
and excluded minors. Then we give the corresponding interpretation in delta matroids 
with the characterization of two types of delta matroids coming from matroids, and 
two results on the symmetric matroids considered as an intersection. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
Symmetric matroids, delta matroids, g-matroids, metroids, and pseudo- 
matroids are interesting and related generalizations of matroids, which were 
introduced at about the same time, in the mid eighties (see [I] to [S], and [ll, 
121). The principal motivation of these generalizations has been to extend the 
greedy algorithm, the rank function of matroids, and Edmond’s intersection 
theorem, or to analyze properties of Euler tours of 4-regular graphs and 
combinatorial relations defined by nonsingular principal minors of quasisym- 
metric matrices. With another starting point, I. M. Gelfand and V. V. 
Serganova [9] invented the concept of (W, P) matroids, which unifies the 
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structures of matroids, delta matroids, and a large class of greedoids (see 
DOD. 
We recall briefly the basic notions of the theory of delta matroids and 
symmetric matroids [I], assuming that the reader is familiar with the basic 
facts of matroid theory [14]. 
For a matroid M = (V, B), where 6 is the base set of M, we have the 
exchange axiom 
(EA) For B,, B, E B and x E B, \ B,, there exists some y E B, \ B, 
such that B, - x + y = B, A {r, y} E B, 
where A denotes the symmetric difference operator: X A Y = (X U Y > \ 
(x n Y>. 
Delta Matroids 
A delta matroid on the finite set V is a set system 6 = (V,Sr) such that 
the base set S, 9~ 0, satisfies the symmetric exchange axiom, 
(SEA) For F,, F, E Fand x E F, A F, there exists y E Fr A F2 such 
that F, A {x, y} E9l 
By (SEA), it is easy to see that matroids are the delta matroids having 
equicardinal sets for 9, and that % = Max{ X G V : X E 9) and 9 = Min{X 
c V : X E fl are collections of bases of matroids, called respectively the 
upper matroid and the lower mutroid of 6. 
For A c V, 9 A A = (F A A : F E 9) is the base set of a delta ma- 
troid on V, denoted by 6 A A. This new delta matroid, got by twisting, is 
said to be equivalent to 6. The special case S* = S A V is called the dual 
of 6. 
The next structure can be considered as an axiomatization of the concept 
of the class of equivalent delta matroids. 
Symmetric Matroids 
A symmetric set is a finite set W that can be expressed as W = V U V - , 
where V - is a disjoint copy of V. Thus we have an involution without a 
fixed point, denoted x c, x _ , of W into W. An equivalent way of looking at 
it is to say that W is partitioned by pairs {x, x “}. A transversal (respectively, 
a subtransversal) of W is any subset T c W satisfying IT C-I {x, x “}I = 1 
(respectively, IT n {x, x “}I < 1) for all x E W. Let T(W > be the set of the 
subtransversals of W. Then X, Y G W are said to be compatible if X U Y E 
T(W ). 
Let 9 be a nonempty set of transversals, which we call bases. S E T(W 1 
is an independent set if there exists a base containing X, and it is a circuit if 
it is a minimal nonindependent set. 
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A symmetric matroid G is a pair G = (W,fl, where W is a symmetric 
set and 9~ 0 is a set of bases, which satisfies the following axiom: 
(SMA) For T,, T, E yand x E T, A T, there exists y E T, A T, such 
that T, A{x,x",y,y"} E5? 
The concepts of duality and minors of matroids can be extended: 
The dual of a symmetric matroid G = (W,fi is G* = (W,p = (W \ 
T : T E fl), which is isomorphic to G by the involution x e x - . 
For A E T(W) and S = A U A”, we define 
(a) theresttictionofA: ~\A=(w\s,~\A={T\s:T~~and 
T n A is minimal}); 
(b) the contraction of A: e/A = (W \ S, 9;/A = (T \ S : T E 9 and 
T n A is maximal}); 
(c) the projection on S: G,(S) = (S,flS) = IT n S I T ES)). 
We can verify that G \ A, G/A, and G,(S) are symmetric matroids [6, 71; 
they are called the principal minors of G. A minor (respectively, a strong 
minor) is the result of a sequence of restrictions, contractions, or projections 
(respectively, restrictions or contractions). 
Lastly, note that a symmetric matroid can also be defined by its circuits as 
follows [7]: 
THEOREM 1.1. $77 L T(W) is the circuit set of a symmetric mutroid on W 
if and only if: 
(C2) If C,, C, E g’, then IC, n CL I # 1. 
(C3) IfC,, C, E g and C, c C,, then C, = C,. 
(C4) For C, and C, distinct and compatible members of g’, and x E C, 
n C,, there exists C E g such that C G C, U C, - X. 
For A E T(W ), these axioms show that the family of independent sets 
included in A is the family of independent sets of a matroid, denoted 
&G, A). 
Correspondence of Structures 
With any delta matroid S = (V,F), we associate a symmetric matroid 
(5 = (W,fl on the symmetric set W = V U V - , with base set y= {F U 
(V \ F)” : F E a. Conversely, with any symmetric matroid (5 = (W,Y) 
and transversal V of W, we associate a delta matroid S = (V, 9 = {T n V : T 
E fl), called the trace of G on V. For every other transversal T, the trace 
of G on T is isomorphic to some equivalent of S, and any equivalent of 6 is 
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isomorphic to some trace of G. Thus, a symmetric matroid can be seen as an 
equivalence class of delta matroids. 
The concepts of circuits, independent sets, and minors of a symmetric 
matroid G have an immediate interpretation in any trace S of G. Let 
D(V) := {(X,Y>: X,Y c V, X n Y = 0). Then (X,Y) E D(V) is a circuit 
(independent set) of S if and only if X U Y - is a circuit (independent set) 
of G,. The principal minors of S are traces of principal minors of (5. Thus 
for A c V, we have 
(a) the restriction S \ A = (V \ A, 9- \ A = {F \ A : F E 9 and F n 
A is minimal)). 
(b) thecontraction S/A=(V\A,F/A={F\A:FE~~~~ FOA 
is maximal}). 
(c) the projection 6(A) = (A, 9’(A) = (F n A 1 F E ST)). 
The properties of these minors are similar to those of the minors of matroids 
and are used without a proof. 
Full Delta Matroids 
Let U, 2 be two matroids on V such that 2 is a quotient (or contraction) 
of U (see [14, Chapter 17.4]), and let 3,9 be their sets of bases, respec- 
tively. Then S = (V, 9), were~={XCV:3HE#,3BE&?withB~X h 
c H}, is a delta matroid, which is said to be fuZZ. These delta matroids are 
the g-mutroids of E. Tardos [12]. Here is one of their characterizations, by 
circuits [B]: 
THEOREM 1.2. 6 is full if and only iffor any circuit (P, Q), P = 0 or 
Q = 0. 
The full delta matroids give an interesting example of a generalization of 
Edmond’s intersection theorem; also, the two classes defined in the continua- 
tion of this paper, and including these delta matroids, will allow perhaps the 
extension of this theorem. 
2. SYMMETRIC MATROIDS WITH WEAKLY 
SEPARATE CIRCUITS 
Let (5 = (W,fi be a symmetric matroid on W with its set of circuits S. 
Consider the simple graph G on the vertex set W whose edge set is 
{xy : x z y and x, y E C for some C E %‘}. %? is said to be weakly separate, 
and e is transitive, if all connected components of G are subtransversals of 
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W. By definition of E*, it is clear that this property is preserved by duality. 
The following proposition justifies the name “transitive.” 
THEOREM 2.1. G is transitive if and only if one of the following 
equivalent statements holds: 
(1) All connected components of G are cliques. 
(2) If c,, c, E g and C, f~ C, # 0then C, n C,- = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that G is transitive, and consider a connected compo- 
nent K of G. Since K is a subtransversal, we can consider the matroid 
M =A( (S, K >, which is connected. So, for x, y E K, x # y, there exists a 
circuit C of M, and hence of Q , such that x, y E C. This shows that K is a 
clique. 
(1) * (2): Let us assume that there exist C,, C, E g with C, n C, # 0 
and C, rl C,- # 0. Then for x E C, n C,, , r and x - belong to the same 
connected component K of G, and XX 1 @ G, since the circuits of e are 
subtransversals. This contradicts (1). 
(2) * G is transitive: Let K be a connected component of G. If 
K E T(W 1, there exist x, x - E K and a sequence p = (Cj : i = 1, . . . , n> of 
circuits of G such that x E C,, x - E C,, and Ci n Ci+ 1 # 0. Choose those 
r, x1, and p with n minimum. We have n > 2 and more exactly n = 2. 
Indeed, by choice of n, we have A = lJ (Ci : i = 1,. . . , n - 1) E T(W ), and 
so the matroid M =J(e , A) is connected. Consequently, some a E C,_ 1 
n C, is connected to x in M and there exists a circuit C of (5 such that 
a, x E C. Now, C and C, contradict (2). ??
By considering the families of circuits of various principal minors [7], we 
deduce easily from Theorem 2.1(2): 
COROLLARY 2.2. G is transitive if and only if any minor is transitive. 
Let H be a class of symmetric matroids, closed by minors. We define an 
obstruction (respectively, a strong obstruction), with respect to H, as a 
symmetric matroid that does not belong to H and is minimal by (principal) 
minors (respectively, strong minors) for this property. 
When H is the class of transitive symmetric matroids, these concepts are 
equivalent, as we can see by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E(W) be a strong obstruction with respect to the 
transitive symmetric matroids. For any pair {C,, C,} of circuits of G,(W) 
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that does not satisfy (21, we have IC, n C,I = 1, W = C, U Ci- , and C,, C, 
are the only circuits included in C, U C,. 
Proof. If G , defined on W, is a strong obstruction, by Theorem 2.1(2) 
there exist circuits C,, C, such that C, n C, # 0 and C, n C,* # 0. 
Claim 1: IC, n C,I = 1. Let a E C, n C,, and consider A = (C, fl 
C,) - a. We have A E T(W), and for i = 1,2, Cl = Ci \ A are circuits of 
G/A that do not satisfy (2). Hence by minimality of G, we have A = 0. 
Now we consider X = C, n C,- , x E X, B = (C, U C,> \ (X - +x1, 
and B’=(C,uC,)\(X+x-). 
Claim 2: B and B’ are independent sets. Since B E T(W ), consider 
the matroid M =.&(G,, B), and let D be a base of M such that C, - x c D. 
If D # B, then for some b E B \ D, there exists a circuit C, such that 
C, \ D = b. Necessarily C, - C, # 0, and for some y E C, - C, we 
have y E C, n C,. Hence, by the elimination axiom (C4), which also holds 
in matroids, there exists a circuit C, satisfying x E C, G C, U C, - y, and 
thus b E C,. Since {C,, C,} does not satisfy (2>, by Claim 1 we have a 65 C,. 
Let us suppose that there exists a circuit S of G such that a E S and 
0 # S - a c C,. Then we have S G C, U C, and y e S. Since {C,, Cs) is a 
modular pair of distinct circuits (see [13]), by uniqueness we obtain S = C, 
and so a E C,, which is a contradiction. Therefore, {C, - a, C,} is a pair of 
circuits of G/a that does not satisfy (21, m contradiction with the minimality 
of G. Hence, B is an independent set of G, and similarly for B’. 
Consider Z = (C, U C,) \ (X U X “>. 
Claim 3: Z = (a). Indeed, denote A = Z - a and G’ = G/A. Since 
B, B’ are independent sets of (5 (by Claim 21, Cl = Cj \ A are circuits of 
G’ for i = 1,2 that do not satisfy (2). Hence A = 0, by minimahty of G. 
Claim 4: W = C, U Cc . Else, consider c E W such that c e C, U 
CF. Assume that there exists a circuit S of G satisfying c E S and 
0 # S - c & C,. If a E S, we have S = {a, c}, else (S, C,} does not satisfy 
(2) (by Claim 3) and so contradicts Claim 3. Hence, for i = 1,2, Cl = Ci - a 
+ c is a circuit in G. Now, by axiom (C2) of Theorem 1.1, Cl is a circuit of 
G/a-, and since {C;, CL} opposes (2>, the minimality of G is contradicted. 
So, we have a G S. Since S # {c} and S, C, are compatible, there exist 
z E S n C, and a circuit S’ satisfying a E S’ c S U C, - z with, moreover, 
c E S’. Hence a contradiction, by considering S’ in place of S. So C, is a 
circuit of G/c, and similarly C,. But this contradicts the minimality of G. 
By the previous claims, we can now see that C,, C, are the only circuits 
included in C, U C,. ??
REMARK. The above proof can be simplified if we only suppose that G 
is an obstruction (and not a strong obstruction). 
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Now, the characterization of obstructions to transitive symmetric matroids 
is easy. We obtain: 
THEOREM 2.4. G is a (strong) obstruction with respect to transitive 
symmetric matroids if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following 
symmetric matroids, dqked on W by their set of circuits: 
Typel. W=X~X”u{a,a”},withXn{a,a”}=0,~X~>2,and 
g= (aX,aX”}. 
Type2. W={a,b,c,a”,b”,c”},and 
%? = (abc, ab”c” , ba”c”} or 8= {abc,ab”c” ,ba”c” ,ca”b”}. 
Proof. Let G,(W) be isomorphic to one of these symmetric matroids. By 
Theorem 2.1(2), G,(W) is not transitive and the strong minimality is immedi- 
ate. 
Conversely, let G(W) be a strong obstruction. By Theorem 2.1(2) and 
Lemma 2.3, there exist two distinct circuits C,, C, such that ]C, n C,] = 1 
and W = C, fl C; = C, U C,- . Consider a = C, O C, and X = C, - a. 
Necessarily, we have X “=C,-aand,sincelC,OC,“I#l,IXI>2. 
If no circuit contains a - , by Lemma 2.3 we have B = {C,, C,], and so 
we obtain one of the symmetric matroids of type 1. 
Else, there exists a circuit C with a” E C and C # {a “} [by axiom (CZ)]. 
Hence for example, we have C n C, # 0. Then {C, C,} does not satisfy 
Theorem 2.1(2), and by Lemma 2.3 we get (C n C,I = 1 and W = C U C - . 
Therefore, we have X = {b, c} with necessarily C = {b, a” , c”} or C = 
{ c, a” , b “} to satisf) axiom (C2). H ence, we obtain one of the symmetric 
matroids of type 2. ??
3. SYMMETRIC MATROIDS WITH SEPARATE CIRCUITS 
Let 6 = (W,F) be a symmetric matroid on W, and % the set of its 
circuits. g is said to be separate and G to be simple if there exists a 
transversal V of W such that 
(3) For any circuit C we have C E V or C c V - . 
Obviously we have the proposition “simple a transitive,” the converse being 
false. Moreover, it is clear that this property is preserved by duality. By 
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considering the family of circuits of various principal minors, we easily 
deduce 
PROPOSITION 3.1. G is simple if and only if any minor is simple. 
Return now to the graph G associated to G. Let Z be the set of 
connected components of G, and consider the simple graph r on the vertex 
set Z whose edge set is {K,K, : K, z K,, J&l 2 2, and K, n K,” z 0}. 
We notice that K,K, E r if and only if there exist circuits Ci of G such that 
Ci c Ki for i = 1,2, with C, f~ C,, # 0. The graph r characterizes the 
simple symmetric matroids. 
THEOREM 3.2. G is simple if and only if G is transitive and r is 
bipartite. 
Proof. First, consider the simple graph r’ on the vertex set 3 whose 
edge set is {K, K, : K, # K, and K, n K,” # 0), and note that for K EL%? 
with 1 K( = 1, the degree of K in I” is one. Therefore, I- is bipartite if and 
only if r’ is bipartite. 
If Q is simple, then G is transitive and, by (3), r is bipartite with 
{K E 2: K c V} and {K E 3: K c V “) as color classes. 
Conversely, suppose that G is transitive and r is bipartite. By the above 
remark, r’ is bipartite. Consider a color class 8 of r’, and let T be the set of 
vertices of W corresponding to 8. We have T E T(W). Else, there exist 
distinct K,, K, E 8 and some x E T n T - such that x E K, n K,” . Hence 
we have K,K, E r’, which contradicts K,, K, E 8. For X G W, denote by 
X the union of elements of Z that intersect X. Note that T = T, and show 
that T is a transversal of W. Else, there exist x, x _ E W \ T and _K,, K, ~27 
such that x E K,, x * E K,. Since 65 is transitive and T = T, we have 
K, # K, and Ki n T = 0 for i = 1,2. But x E K, fl K,” implies K,K, E 
rt, and so, by the choice of _T, we have K, c T or K, c T, which is a 
contradiction. Now since T = T, for any K E 37 we have K E T or K c T _ 
= W \ T. Therefore (3) is true and 6 is simple. ??
Consider an integer n > 2 and a set V with a partition ( Ei : i = 0,. . . , n 
- 1) such that 1 E, I > 2 for any i. Denote by R,( Ei : i = 0, . . . , n - l), or 
simply R,, the symmetric matroid on W = V U V * defined by the set of 
circuits (the subscripts being taken modulo n): 
gn = (C, = Ej U E,l, :i = O,...,n - I}. 
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For any n 2 2, it is easy to verify that R, is transitive and, by Theorem 3.2 
when n is odd, that R, is not simple and is minimal (by minors). In fact, 
these symmetric matroids are the only transitive obstructions with respect to 
simple symmetric matroids, as the following lemma proves. 
LEMMA 3.3. Any transitive (strong) obstruction, with respect to the 
simple symmetric mutroids, is isomorphic to SOW R,, + 1. 
Proof. Let G,(W) b e a transitive strong obstruction, and consider the 
associated graphs G and I?, which by Theorem 3.2 is not bipartite. So there 
exists an elementary odd cycle /.L = (K,, . . . , K, _ 1>, where n = 2 p + 1 > 3, 
and the Ki are distinct connected components of G such that Ki f~ KiQ i # 0 
and lK,l > 2 for i = O,..., n - 1 (modulo n). Choose such a cycle with n 
minimum. Then Ki n Kj” = 0 is satisfied, for j # i - 1, i + 1, and there 
exists a sequence (x0, yO, . . . . rn_i, y,_r> such that xi z yi = xi;i, and 
xi, yi E K, for i = 0,. . . , n - 1 (modulo n). 
Now, G being transitive, for each i we can choose circuits Ci c Ki such 
that xi, yi E Ci. Then we have yi E Ei = Ci n Ciyl # 0 with jEil 2 2, by 
axiom (C2) of Theorem 1.1, and moreover, Ei n El = 0 for i #j. 
Consider the sets A = lJ rLiEi and B = (U rLtCi> \ (A U A”). 
Claim 1: B = 0 and Ci = Ei U E,“_ i for i module n. Firstly, we have 
B E T(W), else there exist x E B and Ci, Cj, i #j, such that x E Ci n Cj” . 
Then, by the choice of p and C,, we have j = i f 1 (modulo n). Hence 
r=AuA-, which contradicts the definition of B. 
Now since B n Ci” = 0, we have B U Ci E T(W) for i = 0, . . . , n - 1. 
Let Di = B U (Ci - yi>, and consider G; = G/B. Since the Kj are distinct 
connected components, Di is an independent set of G,, and so Ci - B = Ei 
U E,l, is a circuit of G’ for i = 0,. . . , n - 1. But then by Theorem 3.2, G’ 
is not simple, and so, by minimality of 6, we have B = 0, and Claim 1 
holds. 
Claim 2: W = lJ yLtKi, and Ki = Ci for i = 0,. . . , n - 1. 
(a) Suppose that there exists b G Kj U Cj” . Then Cj is a circuit of G/b. 
Else, there exists a circuit S of G such that b E S and 0 # S - b G Cj, and 
hence by connectivity, we have b E Kj, which is a contradiction. By Claim 1, 
for X = lJ rI,,lKi, note that we have lJ FztCi- = lJ riaiCi c X. Therefore 
W = X is true, else by the above argument and Theorem 3.2, G/b is not 
simple for b E W \ X, which contradicts the minimality of 6. Now, for a 
given subscript i, we prove Ki = Ci. Else, we consider b E Ki \ Ci. G 
being transitive, denote by Mi the matroid A((%,, Ki). By definition of Ki, 
Mi is connected. Hence, we deduce that there exists a circuit S in (Z such 
that IS, Gil is a modular pair of distinct circuits of Mi, with b E S and 
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0 z S - b _C Ci. Since W = X and by the choice of p, we have necessarily 
b - E Kj \ Cj for some j E {i + 1, i - 1). Exchanging b and b * if neces- 
sary, we can suppose j = i + 1. Therefore, as before, there exists a circuit D 
in (5 such that {D, Ci+ 1} is a modular pair of distinct circuits of M,, r, with 
b”EDand0#D-b”cCi+r. 
(b) We can assume that S O E,1 i f 0 and S O Ei # 0. Indeed, if 
S O Eil r = 0, consider x E S O Ei # 0 and the circuit S’ of M, satisfying 
S’ E S U Ci - x. Then we have EiZ 1 +b c S’, and E, n S’ # 0, else S’ n 
D _ = b contradicts axiom (C2) of Theorem 1.1. So we can exchange S, S’ if 
necessary. Similarly, S n Ei = 0 implies the contradiction S n D * = b. 
(c) Now, we consider the families of circuits 12 = <CJ : j = 0, . . . , n - 1) 
and U’ = U - Ci + S. Since we have Cj’ c Kj and Ej’ = Cj n C,!;, # 0, 
Claim 1 applied to U’ yields Cj = Ej U JZjIl for j modulo n. When j = i, 
i-l, since Ci=S and C;=C, for k+i, we obtain E;=SnCi;l, 
El_, = Ci_l (7 S”, E[+l = Ei+l, Ei_2 = Ei_z. But by Claim 1, we have 
Ci - 1 = E(_, n E[r2 = Ei_l U EiIz and Ci+i = Ei+l U Ei” = Ei+l U 
Ei” . Hence we deduce Ei_ 1 = Ei_ 1 and El = Ei. 
So the equations Ei = S n Ci; 1 = S n (Ei; I U EJ and EiI1 = Gill 
n S = S n (E,1 1 u Ei_2) follow, with the consequences Ei c S and Eil i c 
S, which yield Ci E S, which is absurd. 
So we have Ki \ Ci = 0, and Claim 2 is true. 
Lastly, by Claim 2, 5? = (Ci : i = 0,. . . , n - 1) is the family of circuits of 
G. Hence by Claim 1, P = {Ei U E,“_ 1 : i = 0, . . . , n - l}, and 6 is isomor- 
phic to some R,, for some odd integer n > 3. ??
Notice again that the condition “strong” makes the proof of the above 
Claim 2 much more complicated. 
Now, the characterization of simple symmetric matroids is deduced 
directly from Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.3, and Theorem 2.4: 
THEOREM 3.4. G is a (strong) obstruction with respect to simple 
symmetric mutroids if and only if it is isomorphic to one of Type 1 or Type 2, 
or to some R2p+l with p > 1. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO CLASSES OF DELTA 
MATROIDS COMING FROM MATROIDS 
Let M(V) be a matroid on V with the base set 9 and the family of 
independent sets 4; (V, B) and (V,9) are two particular cases of full delta 
matroids, called b-wuztroids and i-mutroids, respectively. 
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Theorems 2.4 and 3.4 allow to characterize their equivalence classes. A 
delta matroid S = (V, 9) is said to be even if for any F,, F, E x F1 A F, 
has even cardinality. This property is preserved by strong minors (but not by 
projection), and since it is also preserved by equivalence, its associated 
symmetric matroid is also said to be even. We show easily that there exists 
only one obstruction. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A delta matroid is even if and only if it does not 
contain strong minors isomorphic to 6, = ((a}, (0, a}). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 6 be an even delta matroid, and let G be its 
associated symmetric matroid. Then the following properties are equivalent. 
(i) S (or EJ,) is transitive. 
(ii> 6 (or G,> is simple. 
(iii) S is equivalent to a b-matroid. 
(iv> 6 does not contain strong minors isomorphic to 
$=({a,b,c},{0,ab,bc,ca}) or 6,=8~=({a,b,c},{a,b,c,abc)) 
Proof. Since any matroid is a full delta matroid, Theorem 1.2 yields 
(iii) * (ii) * (i). 
(i) * (iv): By Theorem 2.4, the only even obstruction for the property to 
be transitive is the symmetric matroid 6 on W = (a, b, c, a” , b _ , c “} 
defined by the circuit set %Y = {abc, ab - c * , ba - c - , ca _ b “). By Proposi- 
tion 4.1, we obtain the equivalent delta matroids 6, and S,. 
(iv) * (iii): Suppose (iv) holds and 6 is even. By Theorem 3.4 and 
Proposition 4.1, 6 is simple, since the symmetric matroids of type 1 and the 
R, are not even. So by (1.2) there exists A c V such that 6 A A is full. 
Since S A A is even, it is necessarily a matroid. Hence (iii) holds, w 
From Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2, we get directly 
COROLLARY 4.3. 6 is equivalent to a b-matroid ay and only if it does not 
contain strong minors isomorphic to 8, or 6, or 6,. 
Consider a set X with 1 Xl > 2 and %? = (X, X “}. It is clear that @? is a 
family of circuits of a simple symmetric matroid on X U X - , which is said to 
be of type 3. These symmetric matroids are obstructions for the symmetric 
matroids associated with i-matroids. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let S(V) be a delta mutroid with its associated 
symmetric mutroid G(W ). Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) 6 is equivalent to an i-matroid. 
(ii) Some transversal T of W contains any circuit of ‘3. 
(iii) For all circuits C,, C, of G, we have C, n C,- = 0. 
(iv) Any minor of 6 is equivalent to an i-matroid. 
(v) G is transitive and does not contain (strong) minors of type 3. 
Proof. Since a symmetric matroid associated to an i-matroid has the 
same circuit set as the matroid, we have easily (iv) * (i) * (iii). 
(iii) * (ii): Suppose (iii), and let X be the union of all circuits of G. We 
deduce from (iii) that X is a subtransversal. So there exists a transversal T of 
W such that X 5 T, and (ii) follows. 
(ii) * (iv) results from the description of circuit sets of principal minors. 
(iii) * (v) follows from Theorem 2.1(2) and (iv), since the symmetric 
matroids of type 3 do not satisfy (iii). 
(v) =z. (iii): Let G,(W) be a transitive symmetric matroid which does not 
satisfy (iii), and minimal by strong minors. Choose circuits C,, C, of Q with 
X = C, n CL # 0 such that 1 XI is as small as possible. Consider A = (C, 
U C,) \ (X U X “). Since G is transitive, C, and C, belong to distinct 
components. Therefore, X = C, \ A and X _ = C, \ A are circuits of 
G/A. By minimality of G,, we have A = 0. We show that W = X U X - is 
satisfied. Else, let b E W \ (X U X “). If there exists a circuit S such that 
b E S and 0 # S - b c X, then we have C,- n S G X, and by the choice of 
X, C,- n S = X. Hence, we have C, = X c S - b, which is a contradiction. 
So X is a circuit of G/b, and similarly X 1 . But this contradicts the 
minimality of G. Now since G is transitive, it is clear that C, and C, are the 
only circuits, and so 6 is of type 3. ??
5. OTHER INTERPRETATION FOR DELTA MATROIDS 
Let 6 = (V, 9) be a delta matroid with its associated symmetric matroid 
G = (W,Y) on the symmetric set W = V U V * . By (3), Theorem 1.2, and 
the interpretation of circuits of 6 in G , we see that G is simple if and only if 
6 is equivalent to some full delta matroid. From this remark and Theorem 
3.4, we could deduce a characterization of the class of those delta matroids, 
by excluded minors. Instead of that, we give another, more direct one, which 
will allow us also to deduce all full delta matroids that are equivalent to a 
given full delta matroid. 
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Consider the multigraph G( 6) on the vertex set V whose edges are 
covered by the following bicoloration (R( 6 >, B( 6 >>: 
(4) ab E R( 8) - a # b and there exists a circuit (P, Q> such that 
(a E P and b E Q) or (b E P and a E Q); 
ub E B(S) * a z b and there exists a circuit (P, Q> such that 
a,b E P or u,b E Q. 
Notice that we can obtain a double edge ub if ub E R( S> n B(S). Obvi- 
ously, there exist some relations between G(6) and the graph G defined at 
the beginning of Section 2. For example, we have 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
(1) S is fuZZ e R(6) = 0. 
(2) 6 is transitive * R(6) n B(6) = 0. 
Proof. (1): It is a direct consequent of (4) and Theorem 1.2. 
(2): Assume ab E R(6) n B(6). By the definitions (4), there exist cir- 
cuits(P,,Qi),i=1,2,suchthatuEP1,bEQ1,andu,bEP,oru,bEQ,. 
So the corresponding circuits Ci of % are in the same connected component 
K of the graph G, and we have b, b - E K or a, a” E K. Hence, EJ is not 
transitive. 
Conversely, if G is not transitive, there exist circuits Ci = (Pi, Qi> of 6, 
i = 1,2, satisfying (P1 n Pz) U (Q1 n Qz> Z 0 with C, n C,- Z 0. There- 
fore we have, for example, P, n P, # 0, and P, n Q2 f 0 or Pz n Q1 # 0. 
Consider a E P, n P,. For b E (P, n Q2) U (Pz n Q1), we have ub E 
R(S) n B(S). ??
A fundamental circuit with respect to F E 9 is any circuit (P, Q) of 6 
such that 1 P - FI = 1 and Q n F = 0. Any circuit (P, Q> satisfying P # 0 
is a fundamental circuit with respect to some F E ST It is easy to prove [S] 
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LEMMA 5.2. Zf (P, Q> is a fundamental circuit with respect to F E 9 
andifP\F=x, thenP-x=(yEV:F-y+xEfiandQ={yE 
V:F+x+y~fl. 
From this result and the dual result, we deduce immediately an equiva- 
lent definition of color classes R(S) and B(S) and their transformation by 
twisting. For A c V, let w(A) := {ab E G(6): a E A, b E A}. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For a, b E V, a # b, we have 
(a) ab E R( 6) * there exists F E z with F c V - {a, b}, such that 
F A {a,b} EY and (F A a EYor F A b e9); 
(b) ab E B(S) * there exists F E z with a E F and b E F, such that 
F A {a,b} Es and (F A a @For F A b e9). 
Proof. Suppose ab E R(S). By (4) and without loss of generality, we can 
assume that a E P and b E Q for some circuit (P, Q). Hence there exists 
F E Y such that F c V - {a, b}, P - F = {a}, and Q n F = 0. Therefore, 
we have F A a G .F and, by (5.2), F A {a, b} E 9l Conversely, if F E Sr 
with F c V - {a, b} satisfies F A {a, b} E 9and, for example, F A a e z 
then there exists a circuit (P, Q> such that a E P and, by Lemma 5.2, b E Q. 
Hence ab E R(6) holds. 
Similarly, we prove the second equivalence, using the duality if necessary. 
W 
COROLLARY 5.4. For A c V, we have 
R(6 A A) =R(6) A w(A) and B(6 A A) = B(S) A O(A). 
Proof. Since the base set of 6 A A is (F A A 1 F E fi, the result 
follows directly from Proposition 5.3. W 
Consider the multigraph I’(6) h w ose vertices are the connected compo- 
nents of the subgraph of G(6) induced by B(6), with the edge set corre- 
sponding to R( 6). More simply, P( 6) is th e multigraph deduced from G( 6) 
by contraction of edges of B(6). So I’(S) may contain loops. NOW, we can 
simply characterize the full twistings of a full delta matroid and the case 
where G is simple. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. 
(1) Zf S is full and A c V, then we have 
6 A A isfull @ A is a union of connected components of G( S ) . 
(2) CT is simple 0 T(S) is bipartite. 
Proof. (1): By Proposition 5.1, we have R(6) = 0, and the equivalence 
of 6 A A is full with R(6 A A) = 0, or again, by Corollary 5.4, with 
o(A) = 0. Since w(A) = 0 if and only if A is a union of connected 
components of G(S), the result follows. 
(2): It is clear that G is simple if and only if for some A c V, 6 A A is 
full. Hence by Proposition 5.1, we have the equivalent property R(6 A A) 
= 0, or again, by Corollary 5.4, R(S) = w(A), which is equivalent to I?(6) 
bipartite. ??
6. SYMMETRIC MATROIDS CONSIDERED AS 
AN INTERSECTION 
Let Q = (W,fl be a symmetric matroid on W and G* be its dual. For 
a given transversal V of W, we consider the matroids M,(V > =A( Q, V) (its 
circuits are the circuits C of G with C G V), the dual M,(V) of A( G*, V), 
and the delta matroid S(V), trace of G on V. By axiom (C2) of Theorem 1.1, 
we have the quotient of matroids M,(V ) + M,(V > (see [14]). M,(V > and 
M,(V > are the upper matroid and the lower matroid of S, respectively. 
Therefore, we have 
(5) H a base of M,(V) * H = T fl V with T a base of G and T n V 
maximal; 
B a base of M,(V) - B=TnVwithTabaseofGandTnVminimal. 
We denote by Gv the symmetric matroid associated to the full delta 
matroid defined by this quotient. So Q, is simple. Its circuits are the circuits 
C of 6 such that C G V or C E V - , and its bases are the transversals T or 
W such that B c T n V E H for some bases H of M,(V) and B of M,(V). 
G is said to be the base intersection of the symmetric matroids 6, = 
(W, m, i E I, if we have 9= n (q : i E I). The following proposition 
asserts that any symmetric matroid is the base intersection of simple sym- 
metric matroids. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. G is the base intersection of (G,, : V a transversal 
of WI. 
Proof. Let V be a given transversal of W, and T E .X By (5), there 
exists a base B of M,(V) and a base H of M,(V) with B c T n V c H. So 
T is a base of G”. Conversely, if a transversal T of W is not a base of G, 
then T is a dependent set of M,(T), and so T is not a base of Gr. ??
EJ” has the same circuits as the matroid Av = M,(V) @ M,(V “) on W, 
but another base set. Similarly to the above result, we see that any symmetric 
matroid is the independent intersection of matroids: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. G is the independent intersection of matroids (A” : V 
a transversal of W ). 
Proof. Obviously, any independent set of G is an independent set of 
any Av. Conversely, if X is dependent in G , for a transversal V of W with 
X G V, X is dependent in A?“. ??
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